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Abstract. Basketball has grown into an international sport played and watched 

by millions of people. This paper describes the implementation of a virtual 

basketball accelerator. The main purpose of our study was to devise an 

application that could literary help players in practicing a free throw game 

indoors. In the development of this project we used Matlab, XVR and 3ds Max. 

The Matlab trajectory is simulated considering the development of a realistic 

behavior. The data acquisition from the trackers is adapted both for magnetic 

and optical markers, therefore extending its usability. The coordinates are then 

sent via UDP to the XVR environment, which draws the moving parts 

accordingly. The overall performance is improved by paying a great deal of 

attention to details. 
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1   Introduction 

Virtual Reality (VR) is a sophisticated system, which utilizes and synthesizes 

different types of advanced high technology to produce a virtual world of multiple 

sense experience. The emergence of three dimensional (3D) virtual technology has 

brought tremendous changes in the world. VR can immerse people in an environment 

that would normally be unavailable due to cost, safety or perception restrictions. A 

successful VR environment provides users immersion, navigation, and manipulation 

[1], [2]. Burdea and Coiffet [3] described virtual reality as a simulation in which 

computer graphics were used to create a realistically-looking world that responded to 

user inputs. Applications to fields like entertainment, architecture, manufacturing art, 

medical, education and training have seen the effectiveness of this medium. The 

flexibility, reliability and adaptability of this environment are very much sought after, 

especially in education and training. 

In the development of virtual environments (VE) for training, important aspects 

concerning the advancement of visual and haptic technologies can be analyzed in the 

context of sports training. Training environments provide offline and online 

information about athlete performance in the form of biofeedback [4], or transfer from 

the video game training context to performance in realizing real tasks [5]. Technology 
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improvements in visualization, motion capture, and computing power addressed 

challenges in the development of simulation VE for training sensorimotor 

components of sports [6, 7]. Providing augmented feedback to the learner is a 

common strategy to enhance motor learning. Augmented feedback provides 

information about movement characteristics that the user cannot elaborate without an 

outside source [8]. The augmented feedback can be provided in different ways – i.e. 

visual, auditory, and haptic feedback. Visual feedback has been successfully applied 

in many studies on complex motor tasks in sports and rehabilitation [9]. Thus, the 

proposed simulator was built to offer visual feedback meant to guide the user towards 

performance. 

Implementation of sport simulators used in training purposes has been addressed in 

papers about rowing systems [10, 13], or other types of games like baseball or tennis. 

Basketball simulators exist mainly for entrainment [14]; their development doesn’t 

aim to improve the skills of the players. This paper presents the implementation of a 

free-throw simulator that would provide not only a user-friendly interface, but also a 

modular program that could be expanded into more than a game towards a learning 

platform for people. 

2   Contribution to Value Creation 

The traditional concept of learning is based on the fact that the teacher is the ideal link 

and feedback in the transfer of knowledge necessary to perform an action. She should 

supervise, analyze, correct and motivate the user to carry out a specific task in the best 

way. The transfer of skill and knowledge (acquired from external events) to the brain 

comes in time, as the novice user repeats and comprehends the process [10]. 

Nowadays, the Human Machine Interfaces (HMI) have transformed the way 

communication, interaction and learning occur for the human being [11]. The 

perception level is extended and the learning process is accelerated by the means of 

these technologies. Basketball technique and tactics simulation based on virtual 

reality provides a new idea and teaching platform for modern training. 

 Additions like a force feedback system enhance the complexity of this application, 

turning it into an innovative training system. The proposed simulator can be 

considered an excellent tool to increase the quality and speed of learning and 

developing motor skills. It offers a wide range of aesthetics and performance features 

compared to the classic training systems and we intend to turn it into a commercial 

product for professional players. Future developments could also include 

incorporating other elements of basketball, such as dribbling and passing, in order to 

complete the simulator and turn the application into a full-blown game emulator 

making full use of the advantages offered by virtual reality. 

3   Our Objective: A Basketball Simulator for Self-training 

Programming a basketball simulator requires some key components, which influence 

its development: 
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• A realistic modeling of the ball and its behavior during flight, with forces 

like gravity, drag, wind and spin acting to change its trajectory. 

• An exact determination of the shot accuracy and an estimation of a 

successful throw. 

The ball can be considered to be a projectile and thus several forces must be 

considered when computing its trajectory. Among them, the ones that are most 

important are due to gravity, aerodynamic drag, wind and spin. All these parameters 

need to be evaluated in order to build a realistic simulation of a jump shot. 

3.1   System Architecture 

The architecture of the system includes 3D graphics, a motion analyzer and a motion 

capture system. Fig. 1 shows the relationship between each component. Matlab was 

chosen as the technical base for building the data acquisition system together with 

sampling and trajectory estimation.  

The module provides two sets of independent variables, one representing the 

hand coordinates and the other the ball position, and another signaling set comprised 

of several control signals like valid throw or successful shot detection. All these are 

sent over the network using the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) to the XVR [12] 

application, which draws the two avatars and their movements together with the 

surroundings – the court, the backboard, and other realistic scenery - and also 

represents graphically the feedback information to the user – the score and the 

position relative to the origin, considered as the centre of the field.  

 

 
Fig. 1. System architecture 

3.2   Tracking of Movement 

In order to provide a suitable feedback throughout the training, it is necessary to 

capture and track the coordinates of the hand. This can be achieved by motion capture 

technology used in animation, movie production or sport performance analysis. We 

adopted first a magnetic capture system, which has been replaced with an optical 
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system because of its higher accuracy and shortest response time, essential for real-

time feedback to the users. 

3.3   Feedback 

Proper guidance can help students improve and learn effectively. Our proposed 

learning tool provides visual feedback. This comes by the means of a score report. 

Users are shown a general report about their performance. From this report, players 

can get an idea about their evolution. If a throw is unsuccessful, on the screen will 

appear the factor that was behind the fail: the direction or/and speed of the ball. The 

offline analysis shows the user whether she should have thrown higher, lower, more 

to the left, or more to the right, or whether the speed wasn’t suitable for scoring. The 

player is informed of these factors after each throw, having also available a history of 

her past throws.  

3.4   Matlab Implementation 

The basketball simulator is built around the elements reviewed from existing game 

simulators and game programming books together with a feedback from what 

passionate users would expect in terms of coming close to reality, achieving presence 

and immersion. The key factors of simulating a jump shot divide the project into 

several sub-modules, where each one performs a specific task. The division allowed 

for parallel development and testing, thus achieving proficiency and independence, so 

that some parts could be re-used in developing other simulators for games like golf, 

tennis or handball. 

The top module has two main parts. The first is a list of all constants and 

parameters that will be passed on to the separate modules. This is done so the 

simulator is easily adjustable to the three specifications of FIBA, NBA and WNBA, 

by choosing parameters related to ball area and mass. Also, the user can tune things 

like backboard material type by adjusting the value of collision restitution. Another 

two key parameters relate to speed and acceleration thresholds, which are used to 

determine whether a shot was made. The second part is made up of all the sub-

modules that handle each task separately: a hand parameter acquisition module, a 

throw detection mechanism coupled to the trajectory estimation. Finally, all the 

relevant data is sent to the XVR module for graphic representation and rendering. 

Further, the involved Matlab modules will be described shortly. 

The HandParam module is responsible for data acquisition and filtering.  

The ThrowDetect module has two comparators for the current speed and 

acceleration of the hands. When any of these current values exceeds the defined 

threshold, a step signal is generated and it is passed to a sample and hold block. This 

means a throw has been made and the values of the position, speed, and acceleration 

at that point in time are sampled by means of the same sample and hold blocks that 

have as trigger the ThrowEnable signal. 

One of the most complex blocks in the simulator is the Trajectory module. This 

module starts working at the exact same time a shot is detected and it computes the 
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movement equations on the three axes (x, y and z). This is done starting from the 

assumption that any object moving in the air can be treated as a projectile. The 

relations, which determine the trajectory of the ball while in mid-air, are related to 

Newtonian Physics and kinematics. Forces act both on translational and rotational 

components of the total acceleration.  

The translational acceleration is obtained by computing the net external force on 

the object according to Newton’s second law, where F = ma. The resulting value 

leads to computing the speed, v, and the position, s, of the ball at any time t, by 

solving the differential equations for translational motion:  

.a
dt

dv
=      (1) 

.v
dt

ds
=     (2) 

 

All components are computed by splitting them into directional components. For 

this a Cartesian system is used where we consider the z-axis as pointing up, while the 

x and y-axis are parallel to the ground. 

Our prototype draws trajectories using an ode45 solver and adds forces 

progressively to the mix. First, a gravity only model was shown. The next step was to 

implement the forces in Simulink and add them to the influence of the gravity only 

model. This was done by implementing several sub-systems in the Trajectory module, 

which computed independently the values of the other accelerations, a_magnus and 

a_drag. 

 

4   Experimental Results 

To validate the simulator and check its effectiveness in training basketball free throws 

we developed an experiment involving a number of 5 adult subjects, experienced 

basketball players. They were asked to shoot a number of 20 free throws using the 

simulator and afterwards a real basketball court.  

The objective is to investigate the system performance from the following 

perspectives:  

• Arousing Interest: Does the system motivate the users more eager to learn? 

• Comparison with the Traditional Self-Learning Method: Does our system 

outperform the classical training system?  

 

4.1   Arousing Interest in the Participants 

 
The system is evaluated to check whether it is able to motivate the users in the 

learning progress. They were asked to complete a post training survey and afterwards 
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their answers were analyzed. The results show that our system is interesting and able 

to motivate players to learn. Some suggested that it would be more exciting if they 

know the highest score achieved by other players. 

Another part of the post training survey is to find whether the system can provide 

an easy way of learning. From the survey, none of them thinks that the free throw 

motion is difficult to be performed and the most subjects are willing to recommend to 

other people to try the system. Overall, the subjects enjoy practicing free throws with 

our proposed system. 

4.2   Comparison Evaluation 

The participants (5 experienced basketball players) were asked to shoot 20 free 

throws in both real and virtual environments. In the virtual environment, they had an 

optical tracker H. 27 mounted on their right or left hand. On the screens of the CAVE 

they could see and correct their hand position in order to obtain a perfect shoot. After 

the 5 seconds necessary for setting up the simulation, they trained throwing the virtual 

ball towards the basketball hoop. The result of their throw was shown at the end, 

specifying either that they succeeded scoring or that they failed – with information on 

how should they throw next time.  

 Their results (the number of successful throws) were measured and the values are 

shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Free throw results 

 

User 
Number of successful free throws in 

a real environment 

Number of successful throws in the 

virtual simulator environment 

A 11 9 

B 12 11 

C 9 10 

D 11 9 

E 10 8 

 

The analyze and interpretation of the results show a similar score for the successful 

throws both in a real basketball court and in the virtual simulator. One of the five 

users obtained slightly better results by the means of the proposed simulator. This 

illustrates the potential of the implemented system to guide the users in order to 

improve their skill in the learning process.   

In the extra comments of the post training survey, all of them suggested that a force 

compensation mechanism should be implemented in order to feel de weight of the ball 

as it happens in a real environment. 

Overall, this evaluation result supports the hypothesis that our system can assist 

players in free throw training. Combined with enhancements like a force feedback 

system that would actually provide the sensation of holding a physical ball, this 
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application would have the ability to become one of the most complex solutions 

available, performance wise.   

In Fig. 2, we can see a part of the virtual environment, as it appears on a large 

screen, the hands of the user holding the ball. After 5 seconds, the user can see his 

hand movements in real time helping him to estimate the ball direction, and also the 

ball trajectory.  

 

Fig. 2. The setup of the virtual workspace and the Matlab start simulation window 

5   Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we propose a basketball training system using the motion capture 

system is proposed. A virtual environment that simulates a free throw training court is 

provided to users who can train without a teacher. The experiment results proved the 

following contribution. First, professional players obtained in the virtual environment 

similar results to the ones from the real environment. Second, the users testing the 

system have expressed their opinion that it can be used for beginners and have 

appreciated the simulator as interesting and stimulating to learn. 

As future work, haptic feedback is an extremely important feature to add on, in 

order to increase the reality provided by the system. To help the user immerse better, 

more visual effects will be provided. Moreover, more subjects, both beginners and 

experienced, will be invited to evaluate the system. 
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